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The surface concentration of CBD-FITC conjugates, adsorbed on cellulose fibers, was determined
by image analysis. The program consists of two scripts, the first dedicated to the elaboration of
the calibration curve. The emission of fluorescent light, detected by image analysis, is correlated
with the concentration of CBD solutions. This calibration is then used (second script) to determine
the concentration of CBDs adsorbed on cellulosic fibers. This method allows the direct estimation
of the surface concentration of adsorbed CBDs, which usually is not accurately calculated from
depletion studies, since the surface area is hardly known. By observing different spots in the
surface of the fibers, site-specific information is obtained. It was verified that the physically
heterogeneous fibers exhibit different amounts of adsorbed CBDs.

1. Introduction
The majority of cellulases have a modular assembly, formed

by a catalytic domain, a cellulose-binding domain (CBD), and
a highly glycosilated linker (1). CBDs have the ability of
enhancing the enzyme catalytic activity, by increasing its
concentration on the insoluble cellulose surface (2-4). The CBD
from Cellobiohydrolase I (Trichoderma reesei) has an amino
acid sequence that includes three aromatic residues (tyrosine)
that seem to be implicated in the adsorption to cellulose (5).
Carrard et al. (6) showed that different CBDs adsorb to different
sites on the surface of crystalline cellulose. The direct measure-
ment of CBDs adsorbed on fibers with different properties, such
as crystallinity or surface area, would therefore be very useful
in the characterization of biochemical properties of CBDs.

Pala et al. (7) showed that the presence of CBD, during paper
production, modified the technological properties of the pulp
and paper. In the present work, having in mind its biotechno-
logical relevance, we aim at quantifying the CBD adsorbed on
cellulosic surfaces, with the help of the fluorescent complex
CBD-FITC. The covalent labeling of the linker terminal amine
of the carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) with FITC was
demonstrated not to affect its cellulose binding ability (8). The
use of image analysis methodologies was then validated as a
means to quantify the adsorbed CBD-FITC.

Image processing and analysis techniques have been shown
to be an extremely useful tool in a vast number of applications,
because they allow the elimination of human analysis subjectiv-
ity and also the extraction of quantitative data that would be
very difficult or even impossible to acquire by other means. As
a matter of fact, there is a stepwise increment in the use of
image analysis methodologies in processes that involve iden-
tification or even fluorescence quantification, in both microor-
ganisms and fluorescent probes (9, 10).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was
obtained from Sigma, and cellulosic fibers CF11 from Whatman
(pure cellulose). All chemicals were of the highest purity
available.

2.2. CBD Production. The CBDs were prepared according
to the following methodology. The Celluclast commercial
enzymatic preparation (Novozymes A/S, Denmark) was digested
with papain (1:1200, on a protein basis). The resulting CBDs
were separated by ultrafiltration through a 10 kDa membrane
(Pellicon 2 TFF System from Millipore, USA) and concentrated
by precipitation with ammonium sulfate (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany). After dialysis, CBDs were further purified on a
Sepharose Fast-Flow gel (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech AB,
Sweden); the non-adsorbed protein (CBD) was collected and
lyophilized. Although produced by proteolysis, the obtained
CBD is rather pure (11). It is the CBD fromT. reeseiCBHI,
with a heavily glycosilated linker attached. The purity of this
protein has been demonstrated by N-terminal sequencing and
MALDI-TOF.

2.3. CBD-FITC Production. The conjugation of CBD with
the labeling probe was carried out by mixing 20µg of FITC
per mg of CBD (in a concentration of 2 mgprotein‚mL-1 in 0.1
M HEPES buffer, pH 9.0). This solution was incubated
overnight in the dark, at room temperature, with magnetic
stirring. To eliminate the unbound FITC, the labeled CBD
mixture was filtered through a column packed with BIO-GEL
P-4 (BIO-RAD, Hercules, USA), previously equilibrated with
50 mM sodium acetate buffer (Panreac, Barcelona, Spain).

2.4. CBD Adsorption Isotherm. Suspensions of Whatman
CF11 fibers, with a concentration of 10 mg per mL in sodium
acetate buffer (50 mM, pH 5.0), were incubated for 2 h at 5
°C, with magnetic stirring, in the presence of different CBD
concentrations (CBDInitial, µM). The fibers were then centrifuged
at 4000 rpm for 10 min. The CBD concentration in the
supernatant (CBDFree, µM) was measured in a Jasco FP6200
spectrofluorimeter, operated at an emission and excitation
wavelengths of 341 and 275 nm, respectively. The apparatus
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was calibrated using CBD solutions with known concentrations
(BCA protein assay, Pierce, using BSA as protein standard).
The bound CBD (µmol‚g-1) was calculated using the following
equation:

whereVR (L) corresponds to the volume of buffer used and
mCF11 (g) is the fibers mass.

The values of the adsorbed versus free CBDs were correlated,
by nonlinear regression analysis, with the Langmuir adsorption
isotherm (12):

where CBDMax is the maximum molar amount of adsorbed
protein (µmol‚g-1) andka is the adsorption equilibrium constant
(µM-1).

2.5. Production of Cellulose Films and CBD Adsorption.
Cellulose films were obtained by evaporation, on a glass surface,
of a solution of cellulose acetate in acetone. Then the films were
saponified in 0.1 M ethanolic solution of sodium hydroxide at
40 °C for 2 h. After saponification, the films were rinsed in
ultrapure water.

AFM topography images (512× 512 pixels) of a cellulose
film were obtained in tapping mode using a MultiMode SPM
(Digital Instruments) apparatus.

Adsorption assays of FITC-labeled CBD were carried out at
4 °C. The conjugates (400µg‚mL-1) were allowed to adsorb
on the cellulose film (circles withφ 2 mm), in 50 mM sodium
acetate buffer (final volume of 4 mL), with continuous magnetic
stirring in the dark for 2 h. The cellulose films with bound CBD
were then washed with sodium acetate buffer to remove the
non-adsorbed CBD-FITC.

Adsorption on a single side of the cellulose films was
achieved by placing a drop of the CBD-FITC solution on the
surface of the film. After 30 min, the film was washed with
sodium acetate buffer, and fluorescent images were taken from
both sides using an Axioskop microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany) with an AxioCam HRc attached camera (Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany). This experiment was carried out to
compare the fluorescent intensity observed, depending on
whether the radiation has to cross (or not) the cellulose film
(according to the side of the film, with and without CBDs,
exposed to the camera).

2.6. Image Analysis: Calibration.Fluorescence microscopy
observations were performed in an Axioskop microscope
(objective with 40X magnification and numerical aperture of
0.75), with an AxioCam HRc attached camera. All images were
acquired at 1300× 1030 pixels and 24 bits color depth (8 bits
per channel) by the AxioVision 3.1 software (Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany). Solutions with different CBD-FITC concentrations,
determined using the BCA protein assay kit (Pierce), were used
to perform calibrations in an Improved Neubauer chamber.
Images obtained with these solutions were related to the quantity
of CBD (QCBD, mol‚mm-2) by the following equation:

where [CBD] is the concentration of CBD-FITC (mg‚mL-1),
0.10 is the depth of the liquid in the Neubauer chamber (mm),

and 8.43× 109 is the molecular weight of the CBD used
(µg‚mol-1) as determined by MALDI (11).

To estimate the quantity of CBD-FITC adsorbed to cellulose
fibers, an image processing and analysis program was developed
in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc, Natick). This program consists
of two scripts, the first focused on the calibration curve, and
the second on the quantification of the adsorbed CBD-FITC.

To perform the calibration, 5-10 different concentrations of
CBD and different acquisition times (in the range of 200-3000
ms) were used in order to determine the adsorbed CBDs in a
range of concentration as large as possible. The first step of
calibration consisted in the determination of the RGB channels
merging function that maximizes the sensitivity to small
fluorescence variations. This merging function (I ) fRIR + fGIG

+ fBIB) allows the fusion of the three channels images (IR, IG,
andIB) in one single image of intensityI, taking in account the
sensitivity factors for each channel (fR, fG, and fB), calculated
as defined ahead. The average intensity was determined for each
RGB channel, for each different CBD-FITC concentration and
capture time. The channel’s sensitivity factor was calculated as
the ratiofR ) IR/(IR + IG + IB), fG ) IG/(IR + IG + IB), andfB
) IB/(IR + IG + IB), for each image capture time and CBD-
FITC concentration. Finally, the general sensitivity factors were
determined, for each channel, by averaging the asymptotic
values for all of the capture times and for each concentration.
By applying these factors to each channel of the acquired
images, a unique single-channel (gray scale) image of maximum
sensitivity was obtained.

The ultimate objective of the first Matlab script consisted of
the elaboration of a calibration curve for each data acquisition
time, correlating the CBD-FITC concentration to the intensity
value and spatial localization in the image (due to the non-
uniform illumination of the field). Therefore, for each acquired
image, corresponding to a specific CBD-FITC concentration
and data acquisition time, the three color channels are merged
into one single image, by the aforementioned merging function.
Because of execution time and virtual memory limitations, it
was necessary to resize each image to 1/5 of its original size
(from 1300 × 1030 pixels to 260× 206 pixels). Since the
original images are relatively soft at the transition level between
neighbor pixels, the image reduction does not imply significant
errors.

The FITC fluorophore is known to photobleach due to several
factors, such as concentration, exposure time, or light intensity
among others (13). This bleaching effect can be described using
the monoexponential equation:

whereI0 andI are the fluorescence intensities before and after
t seconds of exposure andkd is the photobleaching constant rate,
s-1 (14, 15).

The images obtained with the AxioCam sensor correspond
to the total fluorescence detected during the exposure time (t)
or, graphically, to the gray shaded area in the inset of Figure 1.
Thus, integrating eq 4:

The values ofI0 and kd parameters are determined from a
nonlinear regression of eq 5 (Figure 1), whereIA is the
fluorescence emission of the calibration images. This regression
is made at each pixel position, for the various CBD-FITC
concentrations. The values ofI0 are then multiplied by the

CBDBound)
[CBDInitial] - [CBDFree]

mCF11
‚VR (1)

CBDBound)
CBDMax‚ka‚CBDFree

1 + ka‚CBDFree
(2)

QCBD )
[CBD]‚0.10

8.43× 109
(3)

I ) I0‚e
-kd‚t (4)

IA )
I0

kd
‚(1 - e-kd‚t) (5)
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exposure time of the images to be quantified, in order to obtain
the total unbleached fluorescence (area) for that exposure, and
a linear regression is performed forI0‚t versus the concentration
of CBD-FITC (Figure 2). The coefficient values for each pixel
are then saved in a Matlab native format, to be used in the
second script.

2.7. Image Analysis: CBD Quantification. The second
Matlab script was devoted to the determination of the CBD-
FITC concentration in cellulose films/fibers. Images were
obtained, exhibiting the appropriate level of signal intensity. A
convenient capture time was selected, based on the criteria of
obtaining the maximum (at non-saturation) signal intensity, thus
maximizing the fibers image sensitivity. For each of the acquired
images, the three color channels were merged into one single
image, which was then resized to 1/5 of its original size (from
1300 × 1030 pixels to 260× 206 pixels). Finally, the pixel
intensity values of the fibers image were converted to their
corresponding concentration values, by the use of the appropriate
calibration model. Then, the fiber-target zone(s) were selected
for the determination of the adsorbed CBD-FITC average
concentration. Since the fiber-target zone(s) have uniform
intensities, the size reduction does not introduce significant
errors. The average concentrations of the fiber-target zone(s)
are then saved in a text file, together with their cardinal
positions.

3. Results and Discussion

The calibration of the fluorescence obtained in microscopic
images has been done by other authors, using polyvinylalcohol
films with embedded fluorescein (16). This approach presents
some inconveniencies: a shift in the fluorescent emission may
occur, due to the different medium surrounding the fluorescent
probe (a polymer film in the calibration, water in the case of
the studies with CBD-FITC); second, this is a more laborious
approach. Indeed, the calibration procedure developed in this
work, based on the use of solutions with the fluorescent probe,
in an Improved Neubauer chamber, allowed both a higher
accuracy and a simpler methodology.

The three channel images (IR, IG, andIB) were merged into
a single image of intensityI, using sensitivity factors experi-
mentally determined for each channel (fR, fG, andfB), for each
CBD-FITC concentration and image capture time. Saturated
images (exhibiting intensity points close to 255 in any channel)

were excluded from the sensitivity factors determination. For
instance, at 300 ms capture time and for concentrations above
100× 10-13 mol‚mm-2, the green channel becomes saturated
(Figure 3).

As described before, the sensitivity factors were calculated
from the ratio between each channel intensity and the sum of
all channels’ intensities. It was verified that, for values below
the image saturation threshold (255), the sensitivity factor is a
constant value, independent of the CBD-FITC concentration
and capture time (Figure 3). The obtained values are presented
in Table 1. The sensitivity factors calculated are constant and
independent of the capture time. Therefore, the merging function
could be determined as:

Several analyses were performed using different capture times
and CBD-FITC concentrations. Good correlations were ob-
tained using the calculated sensitivity factors. As an example,
images obtained for different CBD-FITC concentrations (I vs
xy pixel), using a capture time of 300 ms, are shown in Figure
4. This figure reveals a nonuniform background illumination,
resulting in a significant variation of the intensities measured
at different pixel locations. Several authors (14, 17, 18) used a
“mask” image to correct this type of nonuniformity. In this work,
this approach was not used, since it gives rise to color artifacts
in the image borders. Nevertheless, with the strategy used in
the calibration, this spatial variation is overcome. Figure 4 also
shows the proportional increase of the measured intensity with
the CBD-FITC concentration.

To ensure that the color intensity values were not dependent
on the quantity or height of CBD solution used on the Neubauer
chamber, two additional experiments were performed. In the
first one, the CBD-FITC quantification was carried out using
volumes of 3.34, 6.66, and 10.00µL. The same CBD-FITC
solution was used in each case; although the used volume varies,
the theorical surface concentration of CBDs is the same, 10×
10-13 mol‚mm-2, since the depth of the solution (z-axis in the
Neubauer chamber) is the same. The surface concentration
calculated for the three different volumes of protein solution is
shown in Figure 5a. This figure shows a small increase in the
estimated concentration, toward the expected value of 10×
10-13 mol‚mm-2, raising the volume 3.34µL to 10 µL.
Therefore, and for subsequent analysis, a 10µL volume was
chosen in the development of the calibration models, because
of the higher accuracy. In the second experiment, the quantifica-
tion was carried out using CBDs solutions with three different

Figure 1. Values of fluorescence intensity (IA) versus exposure time,
obtained using a CBD-FITC concentration of 10.14× 10-13 mol‚mm-2

(or 85.5µg‚mL-1), and the corresponding nonlinear regression fitting.
Inset: photobleaching curve of a monoexponential correlation, the
model used in the calculation ofIA.

Figure 2. Values of fluorescence intensity as a function of the CBD-
FITC concentration.

I ) 0.208× IR + 0.695× IG + 0.096× IB (6)
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heights (L, 2L, and 3L, obtained using different volumes of
liquid in a glass container). As can be observed in Figure 5b,
the quantification resulted in proportional values, showing that
the camera detects all the fluorescence emitted from thez-axis,
perpendicular to the observed CBD solution.

To validate further the methodology, measurements of CBD-
FITC adsorbed to cellulose films were made. The photobleach-

ing of the CBD-FITC adsorbed to a cellulose surface was
analyzed. In the case of adsorbed protein, thekd determination
implies special care. Image acquisition for different exposure
times cannot be carried out on the same surface spot because
of photobleaching accumulation. On the other hand, because
the surface is heterogeneous, variations in the fluorescence
intensity may occur if different spots of the surface are chosen
(for analysis using different exposure times). To overcome these
difficulties, the following method was adopted: two images
were recorded (acquisition time of 400 ms) 20 s apart, during
which the film was continuously exposed to fluorescence light,
as to photobleach the fluorophore. Considering that the acquisi-
tion time was much smaller than the total time, the intensity
measured in the first image could be considered equivalent to
the initial fluorescence (I0), and the second image to the
fluorescence (I) after 20 s (t). Equation 4 allows, using these
values, the calculation ofkd. The images used in this experiment
are shown in Figure 6. The fluorescence intensities measured
along with the calculatedkd are presented in Table 2. The
average value ofkd corresponds to a low photobleaching rate:
an exposure time of 1 s implies a decrease of 0.42% fluorescence

Figure 3. Intensity and sensitivity factors variation with CBD
concentration for the studied capture times, obtained by averaging a
10 × 10 pixel area at the center of each original images (continuous
lines connect the values used for the calibration model): (]) red
channel; (9) green channel; (2) blue channel.

Table 1. Sensitivity Factor Values for Each Channel as a Function
of Capture Time

time (ms) fR fG fB

200 0.206 0.699 0.095
300 0.204 0.700 0.097
700 0.206 0.699 0.094
1000 0.210 0.692 0.098
2000 0.208 0.692 0.100
3000 0.215 0.690 0.095
average 0.208 0.695 0.096

Figure 4. Calibration images obtained at capture time of 300 ms; each
surface represents a different CBD-FITC concentration. The inset
shows, as an example, the CBD concentration versus pixel intensity,
obtained approximately at the center of the images.

Figure 5. (a) Estimated CBD-FITC per unit area for three different
protein solutions volumes. The labeling classes (TL, top left; TR, top
right; C, center; BL, bottom left; BR, bottom right) refer to average
values obtained at different selected regions in the image. The black
line corresponds to the expected value. Duplicate values are shown for
each volume used. (b) CBD-FITC concentration, per unit area,
calculated for three different heights of protein solution. These values
are averages of several regions in the images; the linear regression has
an r2 of 0.999.
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intensity (I0 × t). Therefore, in the course of fluorescence
intensity measurements, the photobleaching of adsorbed CBD-
FITC may be neglected, under the experimental conditions of
this work.

Figure 7 shows images of cellulose films with adsorbed
CBD-FITC, where the black regions that are surrounded by
pure white pixels correspond to saturated areas of intensity
superior to the value of the highest CBD-FITC concentration
used in the calibration. A CBD concentration expected to lead
to saturation was used (400µg‚mL-1, the equivalent to 20 mg
of CBD per gram of fibers). Figure 8 shows the adsorption
isotherm for CBDs adsorbed on Whatman CF11. The gray circle
represents the equilibrium position for CBD at the initial
concentration of 400µg‚mL-1. At this concentration, the CF11
fibers are saturated. Considering the much lower surface area
of the material used in this work (a cellulose film instead of
microparticles), the CBDs are expected to saturate the surface
of the film. The cellulose films were produced by evaporation
on a glass surface of cellulose acetate dissolved in acetone,
which is likely to have scratches that may explain the highly
fluorescent lines seen in the images (higher concentration of
CBD-FITC adsorbed). These regions were therefore ignored
in the concentration calculations, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The average intensity values obtained for the selected regions
in Figure 7 correspond to a concentration of CBD between 10.7
and 12.8× 10-13 mol‚mm-2.

When observing a cellulose film (or fiber), the fluorescence
detected may be produced by fluorescent molecules present on
both sides of the film (fiber). For quantitative purposes, it is
important to clarify whether the optical path through the fiber
affects the intensity observed. An experiment was carried out
(as described in Materials and Methods) to clarify this issue: a
cellulose film with CBD-FITC adsorbed on only one of the
sides was analyzed, exposing the surface with adsorbed CBDs
directly to the digital camera in the microscope, or upside down.
The intensity difference detected is below 5%. Then, it can be
considered that the total fluorescence has a similar contribution
from the CBDs adsorbed on both sides of the cellulose film.
Considering a CBD with 3.0× 1.8 nm (19), a monolayer of
CBDs is expected to correspond approximately to 3.08× 10-13

mol‚mm-2. It is then possible to calculate 1.7-2.1 layers of

CBD in each side of the film. As seen in Figure 9, the surface
of the cellulose acetate film has very low roughness, and this
would increase only slightly the estimated surface concentration.
A more plausible explanation, however, is advanced by Lee et
al. (20), according to whom CBDs fromT. reeseiCBHI are
able to penetrate cotton fibers. The film used in this work has
low cristallinity (68%) and may allow the penetration of surface
diffusing CBDs. This would raise the adsorbed amount of CBD.
Indeed, the presence of CBD multilayers in the surface of the

Figure 6. Cellulose film images obtained for 400 ms of exposure time
at 0 (a) and 20 s (b) of exposure to the fluorescence light. The black
squares indicate the positions where the measurements were carried
out.

Table 2. Fluorescence Intensity at 0 (I0) and 20 s (I ) of Continuous
Exposure to Fluorescence Light and Calculated Photobleaching
Constant Rate (kd)

I0 I kd (s-1)

107.7 91.74 0.00804
99.32 83.78 0.00850
125.6 104.9 0.00904
111.5 94.58 0.00822
111.3 93.69 0.00863
98.73 83.07 0.00864
74.95 63.88 0.00799
88.15 73.95 0.00878
average 0.00848( 0.00031

Figure 7. Images of cellulose films with adsorbed CBD-FITC: (a)
and (c) correspond to gray scale images of the films, produced by the
fluorescent light emitted by the CBD linked FITC; (b) and (d)
correspond to the program treated images, where black color corre-
sponds to 0 mol‚mm-2 and white color to the maximum concentration
used in the corresponding calibration procedure.

Figure 8. Adsorption isotherm of CBD on Whatman CF11 fibers, for
2 h contact. The line was obtained by nonlinear regression of the
Langmuir isotherm, resulting in the constants: CBDMax ) 2.42( 0.21
µmol‚g-1 andka ) 0.209( 0.046µM-1. The gray circle corresponds
to the equilibrium position of samples put in contact with an initial
CBD concentration of 400µg‚mL-1.

Figure 9. AFM surface image of cellulose film, obtained in the air.
The upper image corresponds to thexx side view.
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film in unlikely. Rather, the CBDs are adsorbed in the external
surface, but may also penetrate to other (internal) layers of the
material.

4. Conclusions

A methodology was developed, based on the image analysis
of adsorbed CBD-FITC conjugates, which allow the estimation
of the protein surface concentration. This method is based on
the production of a gray-scale image, obtained using the merging
function I ) 0.208 × IR + 0.695 × IG + 0.096 × IB. The
calculated value of intensity is correlated with CBD-FITC
concentration in axyplane. This correlation elicits the estimation
of CBDs adsorbed in any kind of cellulosic material (particle,
fiber, etc.). It has been shown that the photobleaching of
adsorbed CBD-FITC is not relevant in the assay conditions.
Preliminary results suggest that at saturation the CBDs adsorbed
in a cellulose film accumulate in multiple layers. Other
hypothesis to explain the high CBD concentration may be the
protein penetration of the cellulose fibers. These issues will be
studied in a future investigation.
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